The right thing challenge

Gun Violence

Violence affects us all in one way or another, such as gang violence we witness on our streets. Either you have lost a loved one or have heard stories on the news about violence. Violence is something no one ever wants because it will lead to death, pain, sadness, etc. One type of violence is gun violence. Think about how many lives guns ended. Who was injured by them? What mental, physical, and emotional pain did they cause? Many people have tried to change gun laws; however, some people prefer guns and violence. Many people have tried to argue that guns don't hurt people. They say, "Guns don't kill; people kill." I say it is true people hurt people but, with stricter gun laws or no guns at all, fewer people would be hurt and killed. Gun violence is a violence that affects everyone. It makes people feel sad and angry. Gun violence could be stopped and reduced if people owned fewer guns.

Guns can cause tragic incidents to happen; we can look back on the school shooting at Sandy Hook. Guns can kill more people than any other weapon and they are also easy to get. Guns are a great thing to have on a battlefield. It's not a great thing to have in a neighborhood, school public area or city. Those are populated areas where many people could be killed at the same time. To me guns are an extra serving you try and stuff down. You never need them. You really never need guns. If there were no guns or stricter gun laws there would be no need for guns. If the whole world was gun free then there would be less death, less pain, and less
violence. This way could not be killed so quickly. Instead you would have to use your fist, knives etc. Right now there are so many guns in the world I can't even imagine a world without one. Sometimes I get sick of hearing stories about guns on the news, since it happens so often. There are more stories about guns every single day. Guns cause many problems and with better gun laws there would be less tragedy and problems. Gangs are an example that are in our streets and have reeked havoc on innocent people, who are simply struggling to put food on the table.

Can guns cause anything good? Maybe to reduce stress and gun violence i can ask a friend to join Sunday school with me. i could help get people involved in community service it get them away from violence. guns have cause so much to happen that so many people were influenced but it. Guns disappear and never come back. This should be shouted to all gun owners, to remind people what guns and violence cause. Because of gun violence we need to do things to help people who have been stuck in between the violence. To help stop youth violence we should expose less violence to kids under a certain age. Kids shouldn't be able to watch rated "R" movie when you are twelve year old. Kids also shouldn't be allowed to watch violent tv or anything. Violence can also come from stress. Stress is something everyone has; weather if you are ten or twenty. Kids should be given chances to express stress and talk about problems at home, such as child abuse. this should be a time to relax, no discrimination, no bullying ,nothing.

Helping youth to reduce exposure to violence isn't just a job for the community but also for the government. The government can clean streets better so children will not find dangerous items. They can also take surveys on kids' live that way the government can try and make it better. The government can place you in the boys and girls club or boy scouts, then you will have a safe environment to socialize and have fun. This will help a lot because most violence starts at
home. These are ways on which violence can be reduced but way does it happen. I think that it’s mostly the parents’ fault. I think this because the parents are the one who rise their kids to be adults when they get older. Say there is a drunken addict parent who never pays stop to it. Attention to his or her kids and can barely do much to support the kids except for providing food. Then you have a supporting, loving, and caring parent who helps you a lot in every situation. There is a better chance that the drunken addicts’ kids will later become more violent then the caring parent. Youth violence is definitely not a good thing but we can reduce it we can put a end to violence.